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Part I

Lesson I
Begin with discussion of percents in everyday life and then give the task called Pipes and
Tubes: A Representationfor Fullness. This task builds upon the intuitions and informal
understandings students already possess about percents plus the large pipes and venting
tubes should be engaging to the students along with the idea that they will be trying to
explain percents to younger children using these props.

Engage students preconceptions: What do you know about percents?

Task: Using the pipes and tubes, consider how you might use these props to teach percent
to a younger child.

Metacognition: Students will reason about how percents work as they attempt make a
construct younger children can understand. Students will present their "lesson" to the

class.

Lesson 2
Percents on Number Lines: More Estimation
Tools: Meter long number lines calibrated in centimeters are utilized as a way to give
students another way to visualize percent.

Engage students preconceptions: How can we talk about percents using a number line?

Task: Students challenge each other to take percent walks. For example, "Can you walk
70 percent of the first number line?" or "Can you walk 3 whole number lines and 25
percent of the fourth?"

Metagconition: Students discuss their reasoning and share strategies.

Lesson 3
Percents and Capacitv - Computing with percents - another visual for observing the

proportions of percents.

Engage students preconceptions: How do percents translate to beakers and the amount of
liquid in them?

Task: Students explore the fullness of a beaker as related to a percent. The question being
- approximately what percent of this beaker is full? Or How high will the liquid rise

when is it is 25 percent full? (It is hoped that students will look at the markings and begin

to work with the numbers to determine the exact place for the percent unit.)



Note: No standard rules should be given. Instead studentsrmust invent their own
strategies.
Metacognition: Students share strategies.

Lesson 4
String or Ribbon Challenges: Guessing Mysteryt Objects

Engage students' preconceptions:

Task: I have a piece of string that is 25Yo of the height of an object in this room. Any
ideas of what this object could be? Give students the lengths of string. The lengths will be
different although the percentage will stay the same.

Metacognition: Students share strategies for discovery. Students make their own ribbon
or string lengths and have students guess their object and justifu thinking of their
reasoning and measuring using concept of percent

Part2

Lesson 5
Introduction qf decimals

Engage students' preconceptions: "Since you are now experts in percents, you are ready
to become experts in decimals. On a number line. the two place decimal represents the
distance between two adjacent numbers, that is 25oh of the distance between 5 and 6 is
represented as 5.25. Who can say why? How is this idea connected to the percents we
were using earlier?

Task: Have students observe stopwatches.What might the two smaller numbers mean?
After experimenting with the stopwatches, they should be able to see there are 100 units
within each second. How is this connected to the percents? Students need to make the
connection that these are like percents between any two seconds or "centiseconds".

Stop-Start Challenge- Students attempt to start and stop their stopwatch as fast as they
can, several times. After discussion they learn to record this time in decimal form.
Students then compare their personal times with other students and attempt to order their
recorded times. Who is faster?

Another challenge: Can ]tou stop the watch between 0.45 seconds and 0.50 seconds? Do
other examples.

Another challenge: Cup stacking (another reason to time something using stopwatches

and decimals. Difference: Students time each other with cupstacking? What is the
difference in the times? How many seconds and hundredths of a second did you beat your
time after practicing 3 times? Collect data, etc.



Number Line: Students then connect the decimal represen.tation to the centimeter number
lines. For example, please put a mark on .09 of the number line.

Part 3

Begin Fraction Problem-Solving Lessons

Lesson 6

Preconceptions: How are fractions like percents and decimals? For instance if I asked you
to show me a representation of the fraction 3/a , what could you show me?

Task: Represent afraction in as many wq)s as possible. Use 1/5, lll0,% etc. Give
student groups different fractions. Have many tools available: pattern blocks, Cuisenaire
rods, base 10 blocks, number line, ruler, etc.

Metacognition: Students share their representations and justify their thinking.

Lesson 7

Preconceptions: What are every day uses for fractions? What are some examples of how
we use fractions to solve problems?

Task: Make up story problems using fractions to give to other students to solve.

Metacognition: Students share their story problems

Lesson 8

Games:
Make equations to solve with the question: How much to make one whole? For example:
ll8 + % + 1116 + y4 + ? : I or is the following equation true or false? % + Il8 + 5/10 +

1/8: 1

Crack the Code

Card Games


